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Investigation of Tidal Phenomena :
in the Clyde Estuary, -
using a scale model
Introduction:- .
Estuaries which,have been studied in the ,past with f ■ 
the help of models, have had relatively shallow water at 
their mouths, ■ The Olydediffers from most large British - 
estuaries, in that the depth of the water at the.mouth is 
considerable - off Greenock the low water depth increases 
from zero to :3o fathoms in a distance of 1*3 miles, and 
neao Dunoon the depth is: 46 fathoms. In comparison with 
the tidal ranges dn some, of the estuaries Of which models 
have been made, the range, at the mouth of the Clyde is 
very small. As this range, is not inconvenient. to shipping 
moored alongside the wharves, gates are not required ini 
the docks at Glasgow. Two centuries ago the estuary above:
Port Glasgow could be navigated only at high water by ships 
of very shallow d r a u g h t A t  the present day large vessels 
can be docked in Glasgow at all stages of the tide. Vast 
quantities of material have been dredged- from the channel, 
greatly altering the range of the tide in the upper reaches.
In the initial stages of work on the model it was , ?
decided to use a non-mobile-bed, and the main dredged , 
channel was kept unaltered throughout, at■a depth corres­
ponding to present day conditions'. There are many problems /, 
to study in a tidal estuary, but any investigator 'would F -, 
sooner or later become interested in the problems brought 
about by the reclamation of land on the banks, made by the 
possible s p o i l i n g  of dredged material, which in the Clyde , ' 
at present is tfahsported à,distance of 35 miles to sea.
The model whs used Fto stüdÿ;the se and other problems on 
the Clyde, . and the :resuits-FareF recorded in; the following 
caper. F-'F'”’ F'Ff.ff .. , F '
  '
'i' ' ' - " ' . f  , - . , ' -
■Section I ; ■- F '
1. Summary:- The model was Ibuilt in the James Watt 
Engineering .Laboratories^ Glasgow University.
' The .horizontal and vertical .scales were 1 in 5280 
and 1 in 115 respectively, .giving a vertical exaggeration . 
of 46. The time scale was 1 in'493? which gave the : 
period, of a 12.hours and 25 minutes tide as 90*3 seconds 
in the model. ' - - -, . , . _ y
The model was non-moblie, the bed beihg construeted, . 
of cement and sand mortar. In order to have conditions 
at the mouth of the estuary as representative as possible, 
the deep sea lochs were included. Details for these were 
obtained from the Admiralty Ob^rts, ' and the fngineer of 
the Clyde Navigation Trust granted access to'•tide; curves 
and recent cross sections of the; estuary .
. Tides, varying in the correct: spring-neap cycle, were,. 
produced by a displacer, whiob was given the correct 
motion by mechanism designed on the,principle used by 
lord Kelvin in his tide-pfedicting machine. Tide curves 
were taken at-various points on the estuary model by ,a 
gauge using reflected light, and: the effect*-* of spates arid 
land reclamation:v/ere investigated.: In addition, the
following items were studied:- . ; '1:
(a): Increase, of range of the tide as the tidal wave ,
11 a vela inland. -F. ^
(b) ■ ; The velocity of the- tidal v/ave, ' '
( c ) ■ ; The hump on the : front ; of.; the! advancint, \/aye. ; ;
(d) , Some, current velocities . '
(e) The natural period of oscillation of the estuary. 
"(f): Harmonic analysis of the tide curves.
: (g) Erictional damping of the natural oscillation.
(h) The mean levèl of water in the, estuary at 
various points.
(i) Profiles of the surface of the water, in the 
■ estuary.
Ijldierever- possible , . com.parisons were made throughout with 
the full scale estuary.
■ . ' *3 ' .
Section II
2. Choice of horizontal scale:- In order to have 
conditions as nearly representative as possible in the y ■ 
shallow part of the estuary, it was considered necessary 
to include all the sea area inside a line joining Dunoon 
to the Cloch. This'meant that a large part of the area 
available had to be used for the; constrtiction of Loch
Goil, Loch Long,>Holy Loch, and the Gare Loch. The ' 
upper reaches of the tidal river were bent round in a y ' 
curve of radius/about 2 miles and Loch Goil and upper 
Loch' Long were bent round as shown in Fig.l'. * The 
largesttscale possible in the available' space, and adopt- 
Fing these restrict ions on the extremities,- v/as 1/5280.
2.1. Qhoice of vertical s c a l e The scale :was taken as 
1/115. . As it depended to some extent on'available gear y
Wheels,- this;will be discussed later /Section 4.6.). ,
t • . Section III
3. OonstruGtioh of tank:- = Preliminary .work had commenced 
on the modei in 1938-39. ' ' Eeinforced concrete:work-on the 
tank had been completed, with emergency overflow, drainage 
plugs, and teak rail. The. steel: frame was in position to 
hold the tide displacer:., The main, gear wheelspho give y 
the spring-neap variation in the tide', had''beeh erected '
; on their frame, and the .constant speed motor and Various : 
chain wheelsj lengths of chain : etc. had been stored. '- 
. 3.1 . Gonstru ction of sea bed A scale plan, ^ model 
size, was- made> A grid with lines 1 mile apart wa-^* laid 
down on : the.plan and on the floor and teak rail of the 
model. This grid was transferred to (die Admiralty charts 
/for-the areas, in question, and the gr^d, the H.W., L.¥/.,
5/fathom, 10 fathom, 20, 30? 40, and 50 fathom contours 
were,enlarged by pantograph to model size. F The charts 
used'were i-.Fb. .• -F-,  ^ ■
:, No. . F Scale
. ! L6bh Long . 3739F:/l/24;4G0 /
F,' Lower LochFLang , 1. ... F*F*F' 3746 ; 1/12,500
/: /Garelooh .gOOO" 3]yi2,5b^
/ Elver Clyde, Gourock i o Dunxbarton F .2006 . .1/15 , 300
-- River Clyde, Dumbarton to Glasgow . 200?.1/12,300
Thé;,.mode]-sizeF plan was laid on à flat flodr - the 
various sheetsF ( 22'' x. 30") being :correlated by ;the grid . F. 
lines. Brass templates of the correct depthsFwere now ' F 
bent to the contour shapes andFplaoed correctly in the ■ 
model, again using the grid . ■ , The work was done in layers, 
each contour being com[jleted before the next was be^un. F F; 
A.level floor was cbhstructed at each step to be used as a 
base for-:the next layer. F TheFFdepth.FOf a. 10 fathom, layer * 
was 6-^Finches. . F {FF.;
F F The .stepped formation thus bbtained; was moulded in 
with mortar, u *= ing a trowel, " and rubbed smooth. F: In the
area between the :L.¥. and the 5 and.lO'fathom'Contours, 
the! moulding was done; by taking spot; depths from the chart. 
TheF land surfac e was finis he d, off léve1.at F a height of 
3 feet above H.W.
3.2. Rail datum : - :F- Precision .levels: taken found the teak 
rai] showed considerable varia Lions and, to avoid the 
extensive planing that would be.required to produce a. . 
ieyel ; surface , i L wd.s decided to f iX; a'^ steelFFsti ip tO; the f v 
inner edge, this stripi being arranged in short , lengths 
and carefully set level to within i /.*006.'ihches,usihgFa 
sdrveyor's precision : level. : The :bed levels etc, were
referred to the rail which vras. taken as being at a level 
of O.D. +48*00. . : F. F /Fy F V
■3 v3> Construe ti on. of the river bed : - The : ri vet f r cm
Glasgow to a ! Fp Pint h no âr 4 .Bor L Glasgow, .18. milesF'dowh, Fia 
main Lamed and'dredged by the Clyde Navigation Trust. 
Permission was obtained to make tracings of cross sections:
of the river as surveyed in 1944. These cross sections ' 
were re-plotted to the correct horizontal and vertical 
scales, and cardboard templates were cut and used to 
mould the river,;:bed to its correct shape. The templates 
were spaced about 3 inches apart on the model. Below 
Port Glasgow the chart was again used, cross sections at 
6 inch intervals being drawn, cut out in cardboard, and 
fixed as before. . Salient features of the bed between 
cross sections were located' by spot:depths, using the grid 
3*4. Rivers :- Pive rivers enter the estuary, namely the 
Clyde,. Kelvin,. Black Cart, White Cart, and the Leven.
The Kelvin could be constructed to. scale for its tidal 
stfetch.- As the other four rivers., however, are tidal 
for long distances, a labyrinth was made for each one, 
the complete tidal lengths for these rivers being : 
determined from the Ordnance sheets. The Harbour tdaster 
of Paisley supplied information about the navigable part 
of the cart. for the other three rivers, the depths 
were estimated, and the widths of the channels in the 
labyrinths made to correspond as closely, as possible with 
the widths of the rivers..
. . The Clyde Weir-was represented by a fixed weir at a 
level of O.D. + 5*0.
3*5* R u n - o f f The catchment areas were' estimated to be 
as follows:-
Clyde ... 840
Kelvin ... 127
. %ite Cart 93
Black Cart 107 ' ' "
.■ Leven, 305 ^
Total ... 1481 sq.miles...
.. The,.average, rainfall over the whole catchment area 
may,'be estimated as ' 48 inches per . annum,, and taking 75^
'of this, as run-off, the total annual rUn-off is estimated 
at 12*4 X 10^^ cubic feet , or 39,28 cub .ft ./sec. The
Q _ L 7H
di" M h
h' = FI'
:h ,{' ^ 115’
proportion'which may be allocated to each river is, 
therefore, as follows
/Clyde/' - -2,253:.
; ' White Cart ■ 246 . ■
_ . ' : FB^ackCar-t/ - 2&3,
- be veil 809
. Total ... 3,9:28 cub .ft ./sec ,
3*6. D i s c h a r g e { s c a l e The ratio of the discharge in the 
full size river to the discharge in the -model-is given by
' 7 ' '1 . - / '
where scale, and .
: : : ' ' : - '{ ' « -, g . ■ ‘
the' vertical scale.; Thus H == 6*5 % 10 ; and the
.. . ... " . \F; ' ' " ' - ' : - :y . "
required discharge in the model for each river is as 
follows \
Clyde ; ; .34*53 x 10"^ {.
Kelvin . - 5'18%. 10"^ ^
- '/ . White Cart . , : 3*79 x 1Ô. / F
Black Cart F 4 * 36 .x 10”^
Beyen 12*44 x 107^ cub.ft./sec.
3*7. Control of river inflow:- '\7ater, a ta. .constant level,
was led, from a tank into the lower end of a vertical glass
tube, the amount entering- the tube being controlled by a ' 
screw clip over a'rubberFsection of the delivery pipe.
The water escaped through a brass orifice at the base'of • 
the tube, thé; head of'water in the glass tube controlling 
the flow out of the orifice. The size of the orifice for. 
a given head was first calculated, and the gauge sub se- .■ 
quently-calibraued by direct measurement. '
"■ Five such orifices'were assembled on a vertical board 
fixed on the rail of the model, and the discharge:;: fipm; each 
was: led. td:the head of each river. . F -'F
3 .8. Overflow:- ..In order to keep the average water level 
in the model constant, water had to be rCmovedFat the same
rate as the inflow. This removal was arranged to take 
place at the sea-ward end, firstly by a device similar to 
that used for the inflow, and secondly by a funnel set 
approximately at mean sea.-level in the model. The orifice 
was designed to pass 80^ of the total inflow from the 
rivers, and the conical funnel was set by trial to take 20/^  
of the inflow.
• This twin arrangement was adopted to keep the mean 
water level as constant as possible throughout a complete 
series of springs and neaps, covering a period, in the 
model, of about 43 minutes. The mean depth over the 
funnel varies considerably during this time with consequent 
variation in the overflow, thus affecting the mean level in 
the model.
3.9. Surface scum:- The dust etc, aocumulating on the 
surface of the water, was removed by the funnel. The total . 
quantity of-surface dirt removed was increased considerably 
by tilting the funnel so that, as the water level rose, the 
meniscus broke more quickly.at the. rim. of the funnel.
3.10. Measurement of water level:- In order to obtain a n • 
instantaneous measurement of the water level, use'was made 
of the reflecting capacity of the surface. A beam of 
light from the carbon filament of a lamp was projected 
through a condenser on to the water surface, the reflection 
being observed on a scale fixed vertically as shown in Pig.2. 
As the water level varies, the filament remains in focus on , 
the scale. The movement of the image of the filament is
•twice that of the v/ater surface, and the scale was graduated 
accordingly. The. scale could be read to *02 of an inch, , 
equivalent to *01 of an inch in the model, or about ^  of a 
foot on the full scale.
Owing to the narrovmess of the .model channel at the 
Broomielaw, Glasgow,'the curvature of the meniscus prevented 
the formation of a good image and, therefore, the 
comparatively large area of Prince’s Bock was used for the
8measurement of water levels in the upper reaches of the 
river.
Section IV
4. Tides:- The reproduction of the springr-neap cycle of
the tides has been done in different ways. At-Delft,
Netherlands engineers have used electrically controlled
pumping machinery to produce the model tides. At the
National Physical Laboratory,, tide displacers.are actuated
by electrically controlled hydraulic rams. Professor 
1 'Gibson used epicyclic gearing to move the tide-generating
2 , o
displacer in the Severn.model, as did.Allen. and Elsden 
respectively in the Cheshire Dee and the Rangoon River 
models.
In a small, model such as the Clyde'model under 
investigation it Wfas considered most suitable to use the 
principle employed by Lord Kelvin'^ in his tide-predicting 
machine to impart the spring-neap cycle of motions to a 
tide-producing displacer.
The periods of revolution of the sun and moon relative 
to the earth are in the ratio 1 : 1*0350501'. The tide was 
assumed to be generated by the resultant of two forces, 
each having'a 'simple harmonic motion of a different period 
and amplitude.. The diurnal variation was neglected^ Two 
chain wheels had to be found which would have the above 
ratio, 1 : 1*0350.51. Successive approximations to. this 
ratio are:- .'
1 ... .. .' ... 1*000000
■ H  . . .  1-035714 ;
I I  . . . .  ' . . .  . . .  1-034483
I I  . . .  . . . ,  . . .  1-0350877
/  U i  . . .    ' 1-035047
etc . ■ etc..
The two wheels chosen have' respectively ll8' and 114 teeth.
giving a. ratio; .of '^F= 1 * 0350877/ These F v/heels . were 
obtained , from stock s i z e s ' F;. ■. F F ;.F
4.1. Gearing layout ; - figs . ; 3 and "4f show., theF layout F oT FF. 
the - gearing of .the , t id e-ge he rat ihg :mechanism;: ■ The c onstant 
speed motor'and gear box drive wheel A WhichF drives wheel .0 
through 1 AnF.endlesS. chain, kept tight by the ad justable 
■pulleyyP, drives the: wheels . E and. D. : A chain Q/Sp N M EF 
is at bached at K on the ,wheel D to a swivel pin fixed on
a plate , with a radial slot, , The chain, passes:-through a 
FgUideF: ,M;.FFronnd a;, pulley - NFhn Fwheel E, F ahd'-oybr :the wheel Gp ■ 
FonFthe shaft liftingF the displacer:. F The .radii r and RF of F 
% a n d  ;.N,F#espectivo] y can be varied ' The position,of F thé. . 
guide FM:Fean be ad justed along a line ]oining the centres 
of the wheels D and E.
■ The, motor drives wheel A at ;22*3 r.p,m.F..and the , 
foliowing speeds are thus obtained
, F. F :F ; Ff "Sun" wheel D'-: : . . . , . F 0*.684 r Fp.m. F\
"Moon" wheel E .Ff F^ F ,'../iF ■ O'éél/rlp.m.FFFF F' yF:
The time of one revolution of tile, sun v/heel i3 thus .
minutes and must c orrespond \Yith {the tide caused F by the 
sun, rising to every 12 hours as indioâtedF by the
equilibrium theory. : : F : ‘.,vF F- .F.FF ■'" ,".
Thus the time ratio |
4.2. Layout of machinery:- The displacer is hung on ohains 
from the shaft Sp which * is turned by the chain, the motion 
of which is determined by the moon and the sun wheels. F
: simultaneously. ,As the two wheels revolve ,FFwith' a speed
ratio of. the lengbh of the chain K M N Sp varj.es and,
in so doing, turns shaft. .Sp and imparts a reciprocating 
motion .to the di splaoer..
■ F ThFe 'Sun Ft id e, ,pr oduc ed by the - eccentricity r of'the,...F 
point.FKFeh::'the sun.wh( el, i<^ combined with the moon tide, 
produced by the eccentricity R of the pulley N on the moon
. \  10
wheel. Were .the wfhe el, centres : far apart, and no, guide M 
in position, the tide woiild he, the. combination of the. two 
periodic tides with amplitudes:r and ;R and with periods in 
the ratio 1 *,035088.  ^The moon wheel,F with the larger
amplitude R, détermines. the peri od., and the tide would take 
equal times to fall and rise. The.actual mean spring, tide 
at Greenock is unsymmetrical, and so ' the' guide M had to.be 
fixed to reproduce this lack of symmetry.
4^3*:iTnsymmetrical tide Reference to the Admiralty Tide .
Tables for 1945 (P .137) gave the.following corrections for 
the times of .H.W. and L,.,W. at Greenock
■ 'OorredtipnFto>.H.;¥rf.tîmé'"--FF . ...... + 00^ 24^ ' F„: ,'
' / y . .  . / y F t y  L . W . F  ....... - . o o i " ^  1 0 ^  v y  '
The .normal time of fall and-: rise 'is ’ ,6^ 12^
therefore the correct (mean) time
of fall is ... ... . 5 38^ ■
and the correct (mean) time of ' . + i fn-
- rise is ., ... . ' ... 6 46 . .
‘ ' li nxSince the complete tide of 12 24- is represented by one
revolution of the moon.: wheel, L'hé time of fall of the tide . 
will-be represented'by; the rotation oj the shaft through
. Ff'.'-' ,'F- '.. "y '-
4.4. Position of chain/guide ; F The chain guide M consisted: r 
of two small sprocket wheels which could be moved in Slots 
parallel to the line, joining the centres of the moon wheel 
and the bun wheel. FÉéferring to Pig.5+ the ciicle, with
centre P represents the locus cf the. centi e of the pulley. N 
on the moon wheel. ? “The iadius R ' (:=- FPhp = PNp) can be 
.adjusted. Sp is the shaft which gives thé periodic motion 
to the displacer. ;
Sp Np M is the position of the chain when Sp Np + Np M ' i 
is a minimum length, while Sp Np; M is the pxosition when 
::':FSp; Np + Np M is a ina.ximum lenguh. . High, water occurs when- 
the pulley is at H2 * ' : • : :
Prom Section 4.3 y /the angle Np P Np must be (360'^ - 163"3^ )
in a clockwise direction. ,, The length P Sp is fixed, and 
the range of tide is fixed. The. variables are R- the radius 
of N- and the length of P M. The position of M and the 
value of R were found initially by trial on the drav/ing 
board, using the fact that for the length of chain Sp N M 
to be a maximum or a minimum, the radius PN must bisect 
angle Sp N M .(Pig^G). Several trials gave R = . 4'7 inches 
and P M = 8*48 inches, values, which later were proved to 
be nearly correct when records of the tide were taken.,
4*5. Displacer balancing cam:4 , m e n  the displacer was 
at:the upper limit Of its range (Low water) the tension 
on its supporting chains was at its maximum. , In order , 
to reduce the tension in,the,driving chain and reduce'the 
motor torque required, a balancing cam;(Pig.4) was designed. ' 
It was fitted to the shaft Sg which revolved only 276° as . 
Compared with shaft Sp which revolved 630.° for a normal 
spring tide. The displacer was loaded sufficiently to . 
make it sink to the limit allowed by.the gearing, and at 
this position the torque applied by the cam was at its 
maximum.
4.6. Scales:- . The value of the time scale - had been:
t '
exactly determined (Section 4.1.) and the principle of 
dynamical similarity was used to calculate the values of 
the vertical scale, the discharge scale, and the horizontal 
velocity scale. The values of the model scales are given 
in the following table:-
' Scale Value
Horizontal 5280. . : -
Time F F: 4#2'6 7 F .
Vertical 115 F
Discharge F. 6.5 X 10^
Horizontal Velocity 10*71 F F
4.7* Reynolds number:- At high and low water in the model, 
the mean overall depth of the main channel is 0*32 and 0*23 
feet respectively. The, greatest velocity of the current is 
'0*32 ft./sec., and at 15° 0 the kinematic viscosity of water 
is 0*00001228 ft^/sec,y Consequently the Reynolds number 
is about 8,300 and 5,900 for.high and low water conditions 
respectively. Reference will be made to the Reynolds 
number in Sections 7 . 2. and 1 4 4  », which discuss the increase 
of frictional resistance, in the.model at low Water.
Section V
5. The, choice, of representative tides at Gourock:- The 
range of tide to nfise ■ in representative model experiments, 
had to be determined. The following four methods were 
available:- ' - ,
(a) Calculation of a theoretical tide from the 
Admiralty Tide Tables : 19,45 . .
(b) Estimation from data in Admiralty Tide Tables 1945. .
(c) Estimation from data in Admiralty Tide Tables ■ 1916. .
(d) Estimation from data collected from the gauge
records of the Clyde Navigation Trust.
For experimental work on the model, the tide range at . 
Gourock was talc en to be the same as at Greenock. ' Gourock 
was the most suitable position on the: model'at. which:to 
take readings and had the additional advantage that in the 
actual.estuary.a tide gauge was installed at this point.
Method (a) The moon coefficient M is. giveh as. .4 * 4 
and the sun coefficient as: 1*0. The mean spring range is 
thus 2 (M - I -  S) =  10*8 feet and the mean neap range 2 (M - S) 
=6*8 feet. There is a shallow water correction of -0*3 
feet to H.W. and +0*3 feet to l.W. and, therefore, the mea.n 
spring and neap ranges are respectively 10* 2 feet and ''6 * 2 
feet. . .
Method ,(b/ The 1945- Admiralty Tide Tables give the 
following 0.Dt levels for tides at Greenock:-
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Mean L.W.-Springs +0*29
Mean L.W. Neaps-' ; :■ + 2 *32
Mean H.W. Neaps +8*40 , ;
Mean H.W. Springs + 10*31 feet;
Prom these a mean spring range and a mean neap range of
.10*02 feet and 6*08 feet respectively are deduced.
Method (c) ■ The Admiralty Tide Tables 1916 give mean
spring and neap ranges at Greenock as 10*04 feet and 6*02
.feet respectively.
Method (d) Table 1 shov/s values of mean spring and
neap tide ranges at Gourock as 10*5 and 6^5 feet respectively.
The sntual tide curves for Gourock' for• 1945 v/ere consulted
and the levels of H.W. and L.W. abstracted for each tide
nccurring exactly thrée tidee after the moon’s four phases,
i .e. new moon and y full mo^ springs, and f jurst and last
quarters for-neaps, -Priming, lagging;, and: diurnal F
variation of the tides were, neglected , F: F , - .FF. , y ■ . :
The■ two means . ofF;the resulto f com (a)y (b ), (c). and (d) ■ '
namely 10*19 feet (spr+ngs) and 6*20 feet (neeps) were taken.
as the,representative tides. The moon and' sun coefficients
:(Methpd (a)) are thus M — 4*1 feet and 8 1*0'feety and ■
these values were adopted for guidance in the first trials
during adjustment of the tide-, machine. . ■ : : , i
■5*1. Ad j us tme nt F o f F the mod el tides- The symbol n wil.ibe • F;
used Lo represent the ratip of the time of the fall of the s
tide to the'time of the rise. Prom Section :4*3.'-. the value F;
of h for the mean tide is _ 0*831. Trial curves F
y . .  ; : . 6li;46“ . ■ ; j
wereFnow taken on.the model at Gourock and these, agreed 
with a theoretical curve drawn by combining two:curves of :
the correct period and amplitude;and altering the resultant f
profile to make n ■= 0*831; These-trial curves corresponded ' :
with the curves of the tides in. the estuary f ■ but it , was .;
evident that impr ovements:'could beF made: by altering. the .; . 
Fshape ■ of'the. displacef. F - F%' - ;■ ; p. . F y V
F ' y :
An ifregularitv ■ orF low;:.hump exists on the rising, tide 
at Gourock, and this is; evidently,: the beginning of the 
decided hump.oh the tide at Glasgow, In order to reproduce■ 
this part of the Gourock tide Correctly- in the. model, a. 
second displacer would be required;, ahd it va*= decided to 
compromise by. altering the shape , of the displacer, which had 
béenFeq , construe ted ,-tnat alterations cOuld easily be made.
The total volume,of the displacer remained;.the same, the box 
being "waisted, as shown in;Pig,4-, and theF;alteration 
obviously produced a: similar irregularity on .the.yfaliing 
/tide. F Trial,; curves of spring tides, taken: on the model at 
Gourock were found to F be very similar to: estuary tides at , 
Gourock (Pig.8)'allowing for the varying;properties of any : 
chosen natural tide'.- ' , : !. . F ' -
Trial curves of neap, tides were taken on the model Fat 
Gourock, and it was evident that the "waisting" of the 
displacer had- diminished the range ; the travel of the 
displacer was the same as formerly, but thé"amount.of water. !! 
displaced was' diminished.. Accordingly, -the travel of the yFF" 
displaoer was increased by altering the radius of point;:,N , 
on the moon wheel E,. and the resultant spring and neap j 
ranges at Gourock,were 10*85 feet and 6•Q feet respectively. 
The shape of the displacer remained unaltered for the 
experiments carried out, and the travel of the displacer v/as 
kept the same except for the experiments performed in 
connection with the reclamation of large areas of sandbaides, 
described in Section 7,2* . ■ !,
6. Tide recording^- .Readings of water levels.by the 
■reflected beam goUi^ e ,vere made at.- intervals corresponding 
tb one Fhour cn the full scale ana, to ensure that the, timing 
of each reading was correct, the sun-wheel was fitted with 
12 brass screws spaced;:equally round a circle concentric 
with, its, centre. These screws made one: contact, per fmod el
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/ ' ■ ■ ■ ■■ ■ ■ horn?" in a.bell circuit, the bell thus giving a signal each
"model hour",. The water levels were taken at each signal, '
one of the brass contacts being made double to enable every
12th hour tC. be noted.
6.1. Velocity of wave crest;- The velocity of the tidal 
wave in the model was measured with the help of a drum 
recorder which.gave a curve record of the motion of the 
displacer-generating: the wave (fig.7)* An ideal method of 
measuring the velocity would be to take tide curves 
simultaneously at five or six points on the, model but, with; 
one reflected beam gauge, this was impossible..
A v/oOden cylinder (Plate 3), with its axis vertical, 
was fixed hear the displacer. A pencil, suitably guided, 
was fixed to the displacer, to trace a line on a sheet of 
paper pinned to the cylinder. The cylinder was geared to 
turn at half the speed of the sun wheel, and was of such a 
diameter that the circumference of the paper was exactly 12 
inches. Using a horizontal scale of -■ 1 hour - the 
scale used to plot all the tide curves « the circumference 
of the cylinder thus represented to scale, 24 model hours.
The curve traced oir the paper on the drum gave the motion 
of the displacer producing the wave. The crests and troughs 
of the curve .coincided with-the troughs and crests of the 
actual wave produced. .The signal given by the double bell 
was used to mark a vertical zero line on the cylinder, and 
the horizontal:distance from this zero to the crest then 
gave the time interval to low Water at the displacer. \The „
tide curve taken at any point upstream had the zero time
marked on it by using the signal from the double bell, and .
thus the time interval to low Water at that point could be
measured.. The difference of the two time's, gave the time 
in.terval w/hich had elapsed between the wave leaving the ■ 7 
displaeer.and' its arrivai at: the upstream point.
6*2. ObntinuQus ■recording-:of displacer motion:- The drum 
was allowed.to run for 45 minutes and a series of waves was ;
traced as shown in Pig.7. Any vertical line shows the 
■position of the displaoer;at each succeeding 24 hour ■ 
interval, model time. The drum revolved 15 times in 45 
minutes, and as one revolution of the drum is equivalent 
to 24 hours on the full scale, the time scale is 480. A 
similar run on a different.day gave the time scale as 492. 
The'correct scale is 493 - the discrepancy being accounted 
for by variation in the voltage of the mains.- Fifteen 
double tides are represented by the lines Qj 1, 2, 3, - -, ; - 
14 and 15 where they intersect the mean level line. The 
elapsed time, model scale, is 15*53 days, and the average 
time of one double tide is 24 hours 51 minutes, the correct 
value. ■ . - ' '
The cylinder.was used to determine the mean position 
of the displacer and, before any series of readings was 
taken, the'displaCer was.brought to its mean position and , 
the still water level was adjusted .to the required mean sea 
level. ^
Section 'V'll
7. Investigation of tide ranges in the model under normal 
c o n d i t i o n s ■ In order to compare the shape of the tide 
wave as the wave advanced upstream, records were taken in 
the miodel at three stations, Gourock, Bowling, and Prince's 
Dock. Spring and neap tides v/ere recorded at each place.
On starting the tide-generating mechanism, the tide 
level at Glasgow was at first irregular, showung a series 
of short, period oscillations, which however rapidly died 
away and had disappeared by the end of the first tidal 
period. Before records were taken, therefore, the model 
was run for at least three tides to ensure that conditions 
were as nearly representative as possible.
The tide curves taken at the three stations on the 
model and tide curves taken from the actual estuary are 
shown - in Fig .8. . The spring and the neap tides on the
y  • "
estuary were taken on 15th January and 20th May 1945? dates 
when spring and neap tides were to be expected according to 
Table 1. The ranges;of these actual river tides are shown 
in Table 2, while those observed on the model are given in 
Table 3 in the column'headed "Normal". The range of the 
spring tide in the model increases as the wave advances 
upstream, and the total amplitude is plotted as a ratio, 
using the amplitude at Gourock as unity (Table 3, Fig. 10),.
The ratio for the model at Prince's Dock is 1*22; for the 
estuary it is 1*30 as measured by tide gauge and 1*26 as 
recorded in the Admiralty Tide Tables. These values are 
shown in Table 5 and Fig.11. \
Fig. 8 shows that ; the model spring tide develops a hump 
on the; rising .tide at the same level as that on the estuary, 
tide, becoming more, pronounced as the wave advances up­
stream. F Mony curves from the gauges on the estuary were 
examined ; in. some the hump v/as very pronounced. Vfeather 
conditions, wind, barometric pressure, rainfall, seasons etc. 
have, however, a very marked effect and the tides detailed 
in Table 2 and Fig.8 were chosen because they occurred at 
springs and neaps, in. a smooth series, showing settled 
weather conditions, - It is considered that the model spring 
tide at Gourock, Bowling and Prince's Dock: is sufficiently 
similar to the spring tide in the estuary to conclude that 
the model produces representative tidal"conditions at 
springs * . . . ' ,
Under normal conditions in the model, the variation 
in range of the neap tides,"with distance from the estuary ; 
mouth is much less than that which occurs at-springs.
It is Of interest to note here that Allen and 
Bfeitheson^  ^give a table ofthe theoretical ratios of the 
rises in parallel and convergent.model channels, for 
various values of . w h e r e  T  T = tidal period,
J = length of inlet, h = depth of water, and c = Tgh. :
ct7For .the Clyde-model, the value of. --». is Q*52, and
 ^ ' y . ' -
interpolation in the table gives the theoretical r a t i o s ;
for parallel and convergent channels, as 1*16 and 1*08
respectively. .At- spring and neap tides, in the model,/
the ratios are-1*22 and.1*13 respectively .('Table 4), and
it : appears that these ratios in;the model, which has .
parallel sides, for about I4 miles of the 23 miles of the
estuary, correspond Well with the theoretical ratios for
parallel sided"channels. • '
.7 .1 . Investigation of the effect of increased river flow 
on the tide r a n g e s , Tide records were taken with no 
river water flowing into the model. Records were also 
taken with a spate in the Clyde only of *00237 cusecs, 
corresponding to 15,3P0 cusecs full size, or 6*8 times the 
normal flow., ; The results are given in Table 3, Fig.9, and 
the. tide curves shown in Figs.., 12 and 13. The ratios of 
the ranges at spring tides when no river water is flowing, 
correspond closely with.those recorded in the Admiralty 
Tide Tables.: The ratios decrease with the increase of
flow of river water for both springs and neaps.
7.2. Investigation of the effect of reclaiming the estuarine. 
f l a t s ■ At I .W . springs, large areas of sandbanlcs are . 
exposed on both sides of the dredged channel, mainly between 
Bowling and Greenock. Areas of shallow water were 
"reclaimed" in the model in four stages, I, II, III and IV, 
as detailed in Fig.l, The first stage was taken inside ■ 
the Long Dyke, a low artificial barrier.constructed in the
early 19th century,, which confines the river channel for a
.. q '
length of about 2 miles . As these areas were raised
ab0ve li.W.'level, a corresponding' decrease- took place in ■
the. area of water in the model at.. H.W. The travel of the
displacer Was kept constant -during trials I to IV, and
the range of the spring tide at Gourock increased from
10*85 to 11*90 feet (Table 4). The travel of the displacer
was reduced to give a tide range of 11*05 feet; at GoUrock -
F--' ./'■ ■ F.
a range nearer-to the normal range at epringa - and trial 
ITR was run. The tide, curves for these five trials- are 
shown in Figs. 14 to 18 inclusive.
The ratios of.ranges-, Table 4 and Fig.10, were compared, 
and it was seen that as the land.was reclaimed, the range of 
spring and neap-tides at first decreased with distance from 
the estuary mouth for condition I, and thereafter increased, 
up to condition IV. The conclusion reached was that the 
reclamation of land IV would increase the spring and the 
neap range at Prince.» s Dock by 1/ and 3/ respectively .
In the estuary the increase of range of tide with 
distance from;the mouth is 1 *28 at Govan for neaps and 1*30 
for springs (Fig.11). In the model.tests, detailed in 
Figs. 9 and 10,. the increase of range is greater at springs 
than at neaps, the range of the tide at Gourock having a 
direct effect on the ratio of ranges upstream. The model 
reproduces spring conditions better than neap .conditions.
The explanation may be that the depths at H.W. neaps are 
less than at H.W. springs - the Reynolds number (Section 4.7.) 
is lessj and the model channel presents a greater frictional 
resistance to the advancing wave,. Because the larger 
range at, springs more readily overcomes the model friction 
the increase of range upstream is greater.
7 ,3* Tide range at the heads of the sea lochs:- Tide - 
ranges were taken on the model at the heads of the sea lochs 
and the results are 'tabulated below.
location
Range, 
A
feet
F B.
Range/Gour0ck Range 
. A ■ B
Gourock 10*9 10-2 1 *00 1*00
Booh.long Head Fll-l 10*5 1*02, 1*03
Garelochhéàd F .-11*1, -"TO *8 ,7 1*02 :FT *06
Boch Goii; Head • 11-0 — — 1*01 ' —
These results laay be compared with the value 1*05'given for 
each place, in the Admiralty Tide Tables.
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8./-Time lag:.of H.'/, and- L.W* after Gourock Table 6 and ' % 
FfgS'i 19 and 20 show, the .'time-interval:.in. hours -between
the; instants of II.¥. or L.¥/. at iGouroek and those at .•
Bowling and Prince's Bock. In constructing the table , 
and the diagrams the information furnished in Pigs.'8*and 
12 to 18 (inclusive) was utilised. F / • :‘7‘;''-;' " ' -y:
0 on si derat i on of the .spring- tides, "for hor%l ; condi-ti ons, 
shows that the times of L.W. correspond 'with those of the 
actual esLuary but those of 11.17, indicate some discrepancies 
at‘GlasgOv/.y-yThe lack of agreement occurs chiefly above ; y: ■ F;- 
Bowling. The:.effect of land reclamation is less hoticcable ' 
on L.W. than .on H.¥I. which at Bowling seems : to be made
earlier for all: stages of reclamation* In all cases, Pig. F
19, the H.W., and :L.,¥/*Tines diverge, showing that the crest ' 
of the'wave advances'-miore; quickly'than the trough. -,
Referring: to the Tact, that high water' in the model at .
Prince's Dock occurs slightly before. H.W. at Gourock,. a 
similar phenomenon has occasionally been observed on the 
actual river, when H.W. occurred at Glasgow before it 
occurred at Govan. ' ' ■ y
At neap tides, Pig. 20 ÿ for normal conditions;, ■ the times 
of H.\/. in the model and the estuary agree,- but the times of 
L.h. differ. : The spate;makes both H.W. and-L.W. earlier.at 
Glasgow, and this isalsov.generally the case with the schemes
of reclamation-examined.y ■
In T768, before a navigable, channel w s dredged ih - the 
estuary , the time interval elapsing betwé< n ,h.,¥/.; Gburock; and 
H.W.' Glasgow was 2 hoUrs,- as’ observed by Golbourne .. The 
deepening of the channel/has advanced the time of ; H.W. at 
Glcisoow about 1^ hours:,, by allowing: the: wave to travel up- 
s'lre'-^ mmiore qun^kly. A-comparison of the shape of the tide 
curve, .condition TTR, with the : normal tide. curve shows that 
the. time; of ,H.W.Fis not brought forward ..in the same way in 
the model. The deepening; of the. e^tuax’y channel has a greater 
effect than the restriction of the model channel inFthe 
lower reacries. .
"  2 f  . " 4 ' .
■ Section IX. ' . -
9..Qomparison of times of fall and r i s e The tide curves 
as plotted show the level of the water at.any instant after 
zero time,, and thus give the shape of the .advancing waves, 
considered as moving from right to .lefto The correct time 
of one tide should he ah out 12*43 hoursy,,. hut in the records 
taken, holh model and es'buary, the sum of the times of fall 
and rise differ from this time, and in order to get a basis' 
for the comparison of the data collected, the ratio of the 
time of fall to the time of , rise (n), was calculated for 
each curve. The crests and troughs were marked on the 
tide curves and the horizontal distances apart gave the 
times of fall and rise. These times are given for springs 
and neaps in Tahle 7, and values of n are plotted in Pig.21. 
Each of the fall and rise times is the mean of- 3 or 4 
readings taken from observations at each station; one tide 
only is shown on the tide curve diagrams.
The normal value of n in the model for spring tides 
at Gour00k is 0*86. The tide generating mechanism had been 
originally adjusted to make n equal to .,0*83 (see Section 5), 
As seen in Section 6,2. and Pig,7, the mechanism corrects 
any discrepancy after 29 high tides, and any difference is 
sinall compared with the alteration in n as each wave advances 
upstream. The two spring tide curves taken in the estuary 
at GourOck on 15th January and 11th Junehave values of n : 
differing by 0*06 (see Tahle 7); and the period of the 
former tide at Gourock, Bowling and Glasgow is 12*34, 12*18
and 12*84 hours respectively. The period should he constant 
for the same. wave.as it advances, The discrepancy, may he 
attributed to weather conditions. . • ;
■ 9»1'« Comparison of .times of fall and rise, springs only:- 
A positive gradient of the graph shown in Pig, 21 indicates' 
that., n is increasing with distance from the estuary mouth, 
i.e.the front- of the advancing wave is becoming steep, and 
the crest. of the wave' is raoving faster than the trough.
22.
The tide curves^ from the; model, under normal conditions, 
show-hy comparison a large gradient in the graph, indicating 
an increase in the time of fall and a decrease in the time 
of rise. The crest of the wave is advancing faster than 
on the full scale, and the shallow water effect is 
intensified because of the greater retardation of the 
trough. The effect of friction is evidently greater in
the model at l.W. or less at H.W. This agrees with the - /
conclusion in 7.2. _
It has been observed (Section 8) that since 1768 the 
duration of the rise at Glasgow has' increased-by 1-|-'hours ■
while the level of H.W, has remained the same. Assuming
that the tide at Gourock has not changed in character since 
1768, the value,of n at Glasgow in that year would be 1*62. 
The high value of n may be accounted for by the much greater 
friction in the undredged channel. The graph of n for the 
^model under normal conditions (Pig.21), is steep, like the 
graph for the ,estuary in the; year 1768, and a comparison 
would indicate that there is too much friction in the model, 
at I.W.
The addition of fiver water in the model shortens the 
time of fall of the tide, the crest of the wave being 
retarded more than the trough.
Progressive reclamation of land in the model decreases 
the values of n at Glasgow until v/ith condition TV R the 
shape, of the wave is practically identical with the shape 
of the. wave in the e s t u a r y .r -At H.W. the crest is retarded 
and the value of n is reduced because the long narrow 
channel presents more friction to the crest of the advancing 
wave . The ■. time of fall decreases as the shallows are 
reclaimed, the velocity of the ebb current, therefore,• f 
increases and more silt will be moved on the ebb than on’ , 
the flood, an indication that less dredging v/ould be ; 
necessary to maintain the channel. '
9.2. Comparison of times of fall and rise, neaps only :- 
The 'values of n for normal neap tides in the model, unlike 
those for the spring'tidesdecrease with distance from the 
mouth of the estuary.(Pig.21). , The same trend exists in 
the spate and' land reclamation tests, and increasing the 
river flow does not appreciably alter the shape of the 
normal curve. : A comparison of the graphs of the values of
n ..for the-neap and spring tides in the estuary shows that 
the value of n for neaps at Gourock is much greater than 
for springs,.but that the gradients for both graphs are 
similar. -The long narrow channel in the model (condition, 
Tv R) has possibly the shape required to reproduce the 
neap wave continually, the wave travelling forward with no 
change.of profile^.
Section X
10. Current velocities:- The velocity of the current was 
taken at Dumbarton and Olydebanli on the model, by timing 
the passage of a drop of inlc over a measured length. 
Observations were taken 3 or 4 times and the mean velocities 
are given in Table 8. The time of maximum velocity, which 
usually occurred about half tide, was estimated by eye.
The following conclusions may be drawn from these 
observa t io n s'
(a) The. upstream and downstream velocities at spring 
tide diminish at Dumbarton and Olydebanlc as land is 
reclaimed. At neap tides, however, while the upward 
velocity diminishes at both places, the downward velocity 
at Clydebank increases slightly.
(b) The velocities for condition TV R are generally, , 
less than for condition due to the smaller range at - 
Gourock.
(c) Observations were made with no tide running,
(Table 9).', Because of the narrower channel at Clydebank 
the velocity of, the-current there is greater than the
24
velocity observed; at Dumbarton,
(d) When the increase or decrease in the current 
velocities due to spate is found.by subtracting the first„ 
from the second line of Table 8, figures are obtained 
which give a fair agreement with the spate velocities , -
given in Table 9* ' The same trend is evident for average
river water flow, except at Dumbarton for downstream 
velocities at springs.
. (e) hear Dumbarton, in the model, the maximum 
observed velocities of the ebb and flood streams are (on 
the full scale) respectively •2*35 and 2*41 miles/hour, values 
which correspond well with the velocities of 2*5 and 3*0 
miles/hour in the estuary. At Clydebanli, in the model, 
maximum observed velocities, of both the ebb.and the flood, 
are 2*26 miles/hour, the values in the estuary being 
respectively 1*73 and 2*15 miles/hour. It is apparent 
that the model tide ebbs more giuiokly than the tide in the 
upper reaches of the estuary.
Section XI
11. Comparison of profiles of the estuary and the model 
Surface profiles of the river were plotted at hourly 
intervals before and after high water springs at Gourock, 
by.placing squared paper on the Gourock tide curve with an 
even hour at the crest of the curve, and. marking the y/ater 
level at each hour, along with the O.D. level, and the zero 
time mark on the model curves (Section 6.1.), or the mid-day 
line on the■estuary curves. The'Bowling and Prince's Dock 
curves v/ere now taken in turn, and use y^ as «made of the zero 
time mark to add two other points vertically above or below 
each first mark. Prom each of these three marks, a 
profile of the surface of the. estuary and model was drawn 
as shown in Pigs. 22 to 26. These profiles indicate the 
nature of the oscillation of the. y/ater level in the estuary.
A comparison of the profiles of the estuary (Pig.22)
25-
with the model, under normal conditions (Pig.24), indicates 
that they are similar to the extent that at 6'hours before 
and at the instant of H.W. Gourock,, the level of the water 
at Glasgow is respectively lower and higher than at Gourock. 
In the model, by comparison, the level of the water does not 
fall quickly enough in the upper reaches. Increasing the 
flow of river water in the model raises the level very 
considerably at L.W. in the upper reaches, as shown in.
Pigs. 23, 24 and 25. The profiles of the surface when 
land is reclaimed are not dissimilar to the profiles for 
the model under nOrmal conditions. '
Section XII'
12. natural period of the model estuary:- During early
observations of the tide at Prince's Dock it was noted that
the water level continued to rise and fall for several
minutes after stopping the motion of the displacer. The
range of the oscillations was, to scale,, about 2 feet, a.'
considerable proportion of the, range of the tide. The
range of the tide previous to stopping the motion of the
displacer had a direct effect, on the range of the transient
oscillations. . The curve of. these oscillations in the
model, normal conditions, was plotted as,shown in Pig.27;
for eight positions. In order to have conditions similar .
. for each position, all the readings v/ere. talcenT at spring
tides and the displacer was stopped each time at its mean
position, the water finally'settling to- its mean level.
An estimate was made of the period at each station and the
results were- plotted, as shown in Pig.28, on a base, of
distance downstream from Glasgow. The. mean value of the
period was 29*2 seconds or;4*0 hours full scale, a value:
which is approximately 1 of the period of the lunar semi-
.3 . .
diurnal tide. . ; .
12.1. Amplitude of natural o s c i l l a t i o n s The curves of-the 
transient oscillations'' v/ere used to determine the range of
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the oscillations at zero time, v/here zero-time was 
determined by the point where the curve initially inter­
sected the mean level line or the time axis, and the magni­
tude of the range (A) was taken as the length of the. vertical 
line intercepted by the enveloping curves (Pig.27). The 
values of the ranges were plotted for each station on the 
model estuary on a base of distance from Glasgow, and as 
shown in Pig.29, the points lie on a line intersecting the • 
axis at a point which is about 22.feet from the weir at 
Glasgow. .The free oscillations' of water in the model 
estuary are thus analogous to the vibrations in a closed 
organ pipe, and the wavelength will be four times the length 
of that\part of the river above the.node, the point where ' 
there ceases to be■any appreciable oscillation. The.wave­
length of the.natural oscillation in the model is therefore 
88 feet.
The theoretical period of oscillation in a long channel 
of uniform.section, closed at both ends, length 2 I and 
depth h is
T = seconds ........ . ... (l) .
gh '
In order to calculate J , values are required for T the period 
in seconds and h the depth in feet. .The value of 29*2 
seconds (Section 12) was used for T, and a depth was adopted 
equivalent to 31 feet full scale (26 feet low water depth, . 
plus 5 feet).. Substitution in (l) gives
' I - 21'5 feet ...    (2)
a value which agrees very closely with the value of 22 feet 
determined, from Pig. 29. This calculation establishes the 
validity of the equation
V. = .;,/gh" ••• (3)
which can be deduced from (1), where V ft/sec. is the 
velocity of a wave advancing, in: shallow water of depth h.
Y/lien the areas of land were reclaimed as in condition 
TV R , the. mouth of the restricted channel was 2G;*7 feet
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from Glas^#, a distance wliich nearly coincided with the ■ 
length to the node (Pig.29). It is of interest to note 
that the natural period of oscillation for the restricted 
channel, taken at Prince's Dock, was 30*5 seconds (4*12 
hours full scale), and that the shape of the spring tide 
curve had a closer resemblance to the estuary curve thap 
the normal model curve. In the estuary, the alteration
in character, of the tid'p^t Glasgow has been caused in 
the past two centuries by^ ^^ !^^ e dredging of the channel.
The conclusion is that the reclamation of the. shallow areas 
in the; model did not have a great effect on the character 
of the tide because, both before and after the reclamation, 
the deeply dredged channel carried forward the tidal wave.
12.2. Velocity of tidal wave;- Assuming that the mean 
depth of the channel carrying the tidal wave in the estuary 
is 31 feet, the velocity of the main wave, from equation (3), 
i s . ; r 3 3 ' -
V = 31*6 ft/sec. =21*52 miles/hour ... , ... . (4).
This is also the Velocity of the third harmonic component 
of the main .wave, since a crest of the third harmCnic will 
travel at the same velocity as a crest of the main wave.
The velocity of the wave of natural oscillation in the model, 
using model'units transposed to full size, is Vq = ^
= 22 miles/hour, a value which correspends;with (4). ■ ‘
The wavelength of the main wave at the mouth-of the 
estuary is, from equation (4), ■ ■ .
21*52 X 12*4 = 267 ; miles ... :......... (5).;
12.3. Increase of tidal range:- Doodson and Warburg"^ have 
suggested- that- the tendency towards resonance and the changes 
in the area of cross section, ;.of , the channels--cauSe the . , 
increase in the range of tides in estuaries;. " The profile
of ^the surface of the water in a -gulf depends' on the length 
a M  cross section of the gulf, and the- effect of resonance 
ij a ,gulf of length less tlian 4- of the wavelength is..
2.9 -
indicatecL in- Pig .JO, where , it is seen that the tidal range 
is increased at the upstream end of the gulf. Maintenance 
of this increased tide depends on the equality of the. ■
periods of the oceanic tide and the free oscillation proper
. ' ' ■ \ . , , ' ■ ' - 1- 
to the gulf. . The free period of the Clyde estuary is -r-
of the period of the oceanic tide, and exaggeration of the . 
third harmonic component of the applied tide would conse­
quently be expected. .' .
Prom the Admiralty Tide,Tables, the crest of the 
incoming tidal wave travels.the distance of 34 miles from 
Lamiash to Gourock in 20 minutes. The velocity of the 
wave is thus 102 miles per hour and its wavelength 1,270 
miles,.a length which exceeds, four times the length of 
the Clyde estuary. An increase of range at Glasgow would 
thus be expected and is confirmed by observation.
12.4. Wavelength of the tidal wave;- Prom Table 6, the 
crest of the spring tide in the estuary on 15th January 
travelled the distance of 21*5 miles from Gourock to 
Glasgow in 0*66 of an hour. The velocity of the crest 
is thus 31'6 miles/hour and the wavelength, crest to
crest, would be 392 miles ...   (-6).
Similarly, the velocity of the trough is 19 miles/hour and 
the wavelength, trough to trough, would be. .236 miles (7) . 
The forward velocity of the wave; is a function of the 
depth of water (Equation (3)), and the wave alters its . 
shape because the crest travels faster than the trough. 
Profiles of the.wave may be examined in Pig.8. The values
(6) and (7) are of the, same order as (5)? the-theoretical 
wavelength.
Examination of the data in Table 6 for the neap tide 
on , 20th May indicates that the, velocity of the, trough and ; 
the crest is 41 * 4 miles/hour ; the wavelength would then 
be 513 miles. The neap tide curves (Pig.8) are-very 
rounded ; at H.W.- and'L.W..the level remains nearly constant 
for a long period, and ;H.W. at Glasgow tends'to occur 
simultaneously, v/ith H.W, at Gourock. The theoretical.
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effect of resonance, indicated in Pig. 30, makes il. W . in 
the,gulf occur at the same time ; as in the ocean, and it would 
appear that this effect tends to occur in the, estuary more 
at neap than at spring tides.
12.5 Standing oscillation:- A standing oscillation exists 
in a, gulf when slack water occurs at both H.W. and L.W.; 
and^  the greatest rate of flow talc es place across the nodal 
section at half tide9^ when the surface of the water- is 
level throughout. Conditions in the Clyde estuary are not 
entirely suitable for this to happen, as the times'of slack 
water,. because, of the downstream river curren-t, do not occur 
at high and low water. The greatest known velocity, 
however, occurs in the channel at mile 15& which is about 
6 miles upstream from the nodal section indicated by the 
model. .The profiles of the water surface shown in Pig.22 
indicate that an oscillation similar to a standing 
oscillation exists in the Clyde estuary.
12.6. Initial w a v e The displacer was started from its 
mean position, and the initial disturbance advancing 
upstream v/as timed as it passed various points on the 
model estuary. The times were plotted on a base of 
distance upstream as shown in Pig.31, ani the mean gradient ... 
of the graph gave the velocity of the disturbance as 2 ft/sec. 
in the model or 14*6 miles/hour full scale ... ... (8).
Assuming that v = Vgh where v is the velocity of the 
disturbance, and h is the mean depth of the channel, the 
value of h would be 0*125 feet, a value which does not agree 
with Q.*27 feet, -the actual mean depth of the model channel,.
A sketch of the shape of the actual disturbance when it 
reached Prince's Dock is given in Pig.32, which shows that 
the initial disturbance excites, the oscillations natural 
to the model but that these are rapidly overcome by the' 
major forced oscillation. - The velocity (8) is much less 
than the velocity of the tidal wave calculated in equation (4) 
and the conclusion reached is that the initial.wave may be
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the bore on the model, as its profile has a peak sharper 
than that of the normal wave.
HO '12.7. Bore : -  ^The b ore velocity is'
, (9)V-b =
2g (h 4. k)2
2h 1 k ■
where h is the depth of the channel, k is the. rise of the 
water, level, and Vq is the current ve loci'by, ■ For a depth, 
rise, and velocity in the estuary of 3I feet, 6 feet and 
0*2 ft,/sec. respectively, ■
Vb = 35*8 ft/sec. or 24*4- miles/hour ... ... (IG) ,
a value which exceeds the velocity of the tidal wave
calculated in equation (4), In the normal model, the 
velocity of advance, between Gourock and Bowling, of the 
crest of the spring tide .w^ ave detailed in Table 6, is
, 21 * 6, miles/hour ... ... ... ... (11).
The times given in the table for-Prince's Dock cannot be 
used here, since in the model, H.W, occurs there before
H.W., Gourock,'' The velocity of advance of the initial wave . 
(8) is less than the velocity of the forced wave (11) and 
the bore (iG), and the conclusion drawn is that the • 
frictional resistarice in the, model, is proportionally, greater, 
than it is in the estuary itself. -
12;8. Alteration of the, period of the t i d e The period 
of the forced tidal wave was altered to 29 *2 seconds, 
equivalent to 4 hours full scale, and the .time when the: 
displacer was at the lower,limit of its travel was noted, 
with the time., when the . wave reached Prince'^s Dock, 23 feet 
distant. . Six trials were run, and the mean time gave the 
mean forward velocity of-the crest of the wave to be 2*8 
ft/sec. or 20 *7 mile s/hour full scale, a value, which 
corresponds with (4), the theoretical velocity of -advance .:
of a wave in shallow water.'
The amplitude of the forced wave with a period near to 
the natural period of the model increased ab out 2-^  times as 
the-wave advanced.upstream, This fact will be discussed- in - 
the next section. ' , ' -
:  ' - ' - 3 '
13> Frictional, damping of tides . in the - model The long 
channel of water : which has'a natural period of .T, . is' . ' ' :■
sub jected at its open end to an oscillation of period Tq, 
Periodic frictional forces will act against the.motion of 
the wator, ; and it will be. assumed that these resisting 
forces are proportional to the.;first power of the velocity. 
The following symbols, will'be useds-
:p = angular velocity of oscillations natural to the-'model, 
m = 1 ” " " forced oscillations,
r .= coefficient of (lamping, , . '
T = natural period cf the system, in hours', full scale,
(12)
;-Tq; = Period of . the di sturbing f orce , , in hour s,, full scale
-I '= '— .a'quantity depending on the"magnitude of the .
,dating forces, :
0 = amplitude of forced' oscillations at Prince's'Dock,
and d .= amplitude' of forced oscillations at. Gourock.
, The. ma;gnifiCâtion factor is H .  ■ • ,
The , periods. Tq and T are equal for resonant c'onditions, and 
the imgnif ioatibn ' factor becomes
'":3c_;:i: 1  ■ V . ..rr • • • • u • • • # * • ♦ « • « r ' \ -Lj y
: ■ ' ;  ■ ■ .
The'. mechanism was moved by hand 'to produce: a tide having.. ' 
a range equivalent to 6*1 feet ;at Gourock, and a period 
equal'tothe natural period of .the. model- (Section 12) . Nine 
. C(DnseCutive tides Y/ere.; observed j and the mean range at:
• Prince ' s Dock mag be : taken as equivalent to-13'75 feet ., .
The "static" range at Princ;e .'S'Dock was, 6*1 feettherefore , 
in .equation . (l3'), : 'u3}3:3 ::. . . q 3 /3
3.. ; r  = ! = f / ?  = .....................:■, . '' ei-)
Substitution of this value: for q, and of the values 4 and.
12*4 hoars f.orqT3:ahd Tq/fèspéctjf ely, .in: equation (12):, gives '
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' _ 2 = 1-1Ô7 - . .. ... .... (15)
' : :: \ - q . . '
a value approximately equal to the figure 1*13 given in 
Table 4 for; the ratio, between'the neap range at Prihcé''s 
Dock and Gourock in the-model, under normal conditions.
13.1r Curve■of.damped O s c i l i a t i o n s • The factor q may be 
found, using the curve of ' the' damped oscillations observed 
on, the .model at the River. Cart, Pig. 27 . As suming that the 
amplitude' diminishes after each cycle.; in. the ratio e - ,
and taking -the mean of four ratios of successive, amplitudes 
from the curve .to be 0*59, then 0* 5,9 = and for T =
29 * 2 ; seconds., equivalent to . 4 hoursqfull scale , ■,
q";' qr'= 0*131 radiahs/hour '.U. . ... ..... (16)
.‘. by definition
/  ... ... 3q(17)*
substitution; of this valUeq.for q in (12) m a k e s = 1*105/
which:; is'again..near the ' observed value . - ' Frictional or
. '. . , ... - - T ■ ' ■■■.•■
damping .forcés become .important only when ■ approaches
unity. ; 'i'
The. ratio..'of successive amplitudes :may .be calculated
for.-the curve of damped oscillations, using the value for
q .Obtained by measurement-'of the resonant amplitude. ■ q
.Pqoa'Lion ;(i4,) is';q. = 0*442, and by définition, ; ' ; - , ■
rut E-h: =r 0 *347 radians/hour .1',;.;. > (18)
therefore e-/^q= 0 * 2 5 7 3 ; - .  . .i .qq ,:-.-:-
... q . The ,yaiue. of.- e"^^ from ; the actual curve ' is 0:59 ; - fthe. 
difference is dueqto the3 low' value of the : magnificatioh 33 .' 
factor; at .Prince ' s' Dock, where, in equation (-14) , v. =' 2 • 25 . • 
The ,largest 'observed u ilqe ç.f .gr was- 2*65.. :-The. 'theoretiCal:; 
magnification factor at■ resonance.cmay be. .calculated using
r '= 0 *131 radians/hou0 obtained from the damped oscillation
. 7 7 -3 7-7 r:; ^^  '.r'.33r.. '''.'q/. .3 '-'333^  ;-. -3:' q7 q
burve,^when.^-\= - = '..uq q ;.q .3" ' 7 /  .3
 ^3 3 The conclusion isbthat the rate of. dissipation of ; 3 
energy;inqthe channel isymuch greater wi h uhe ioroed q
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oscillation.at the resonant period than with the simple , 
damped oscillation, the inference being that the friction 
losses are proportional, not to the first power, but to the 
'second power of the velocity of advance of the wave.
Section XIV
14. . Harmonic Analysis.;- From Section 12, and Figs. 2? and 
28; it' was discovered that the natural period of the estuary 
was 4 hours, about g- of the period of the semi-diurnal tide. 
With this in mind, a harmonic analysis of the tide in the , 
estuary was commenced to search for an explanation of the 7 
hump developed about half-tide level on the rising tide in .■
: the upper reaches336f 'the river, : It might be anticipated 
that the large areas of■shallow sand banks, covered.by the 
rising water about half-tide .levels retard the rate of rise, 
but as there is ho equivalent variation in the rate of fall, 
.another explanation must be sought, ' Doodson and Warburg? 
have discussed the phenomenon of double high water on the 
tide at Southampton and both lamb^2 McGowan^ draw 
attention to the double high water in.some.estuaries.
McGowan points out that the explanation given by Airy was 
incorrect. Airy had made an approximation which led to 
the result that the wave would subdivide as' it advanced up ' 
the river, so that at stations far enough up there would 
be two times Of H.W. in each period, or even three or more 
at sufficiently distant stations. ■ It was considered tliat, 
the resonant properties, of the Glyde estuary' might be 
causing the hump by magnifying the third harmonic compohent'3 
of the wave, and a harmonic analysis of the tide was' 
commenced - V- - - - " ' ■ ' ' 3 .
14.1. A 24-Ordinate Analysis of.tides:ih the G l y d e A ; strip 
of .t] 00]ng naper about 173 feetvlong was- marked off in lengths 
of 1,2 incnes, each length, representing, to : scale, onef.mean 37 
solar day. Tides for 16 consecutive days were traced from 
the. gauge records at .GOurock, and .Goyan Wharf, a point
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situated 2*3 miles 'from Glasgow. ■ . The strip was then . 
partitioned into 15 lengths / each, representing one lunar 
day, and each lunar day was divided into 24 lunar hours 
hy ordinates marked 0, 1 , 2, 3, ..... 23. A table was
.made of the lengths of these ordinates above: the datum 
line,and the mean values of all the 15 sets of ordinates 
marked respectively 0, 1 , 2, '3, 23, were then plotted,
giving finally two mean curves,.one for Gourock and the ■ 
other for Gova.n \l/harf (Fig.33) . A harmonic analysis of 
the two mean curves thus obtained was carried out, using 
the: 24 ordinates, and the amplitudes of the harmonic com­
ponents are given in Table 10, if the,, series ■
U = Uq H- aq .sin B 4- ag sin 32B e a^ sin 3B + .....
+ bq cos B + bg coS'2B 3h bg cos 3B+ .....
represents the shape of the wave profile, where the constants 
ao,:ai, ag, etc., and. bq, b g, bg, etc., are determined by 
the analysis, then the resultant amplitudes of the harmonic 
components are cq, cg, dg, etc., where ■
c^ = aq^ -1- b ^
2 ? ? 
2 = àg + bg
etc. ■
Neglecting the presence of.;the diurnal tide, consideration 
need only be given,to the even harmonics of the tide 
analysed by the 24-ordinate method. These harmonics are' 
designated in Table .10 by cg, cq, eg, eg:, etc. , and have
been, called dg, dg, dg, d^,- etc., for later comparison with
the amplitudes of the harmonics of curves of•period; 12 lunar 
hours, analysed/by the 12-prdinate -system. ' ■ '
The values of. the amplitudes of the first, second, 
third and fourth harmonics are plotted on a base of distance 
upstream^ in Pig 34:.  ^It is evident that the ; slope of the
graph of the third harmonic is greater .tlian those of the 
second and fourth harmonics, and the reason suggested is;
3 5 :
that the period of the third harmonic coincides with the 
natural period of the estuary.
On further examination of the mean curves plotted in •
Fig. 33, it was noted that the hump was not in great
evidence on the rising tide at Govan. A decided hump was
observed on the spring tide of the 15th January, and an
analysis of this tide was forthwith commenced.
14.2. An analysis of one tide- from the estuary :- Runge * s . 
12-ordinate method was used.to analyse the spring tide on 
January 15th'at Gourock, Bowling, and Glasgow. The results 
are plotted in Fig.35 where, in comparison with the results 
for the mean curve shown in Fig.. 34, it is seenfthat the 
presence of the hump has made a.definite increase in the 
gradient of the curve representing the third, harmonic. .
14.3. Analyses of model tide curves:- The curves of spring 
tides in the model under normal conditions, w/ith land 
reclaimed as in condition iVR, (Section 7.2.), and with no 
river water flowing,.were analysed as above and the results 
plotted in Figs. 36, 37 and 38.
14.4 . Harmonic analysis ; c o n c l u s i o n s On the estuary 
curves the amplitudes of all the harmonics increase with 
distance from the mouth. In comparison with the first 
harmonic, the increase of the third harmonic is more 
evident in the upper reaches. - An examination of Figs. 34 
and 35, shows' tliat the amplitude of the third harmonic of the 
tide on, 15th January at Gourock was already, large (0*3 feet) 
compared with that, of the average curve (0*1 feet). It 
would appear that the large amplitude at Gourock leads
to a greater increase in'amplitude, with;distance upstream. ■ 
As the tidal wave advances; from,.the ocean, it is forced , 
by the shallow water to' ,change, shape (Section .9). The 
ranges, of the higher harmonics .‘therefore alter, and the. . , 
development of'the pronounced hump on the'Glasgow tide 
can be traced to the magnification of the third harmonic ■ -
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component in the tide at.Gonrock, aLbiihhtshle,to;the fadt ' 
that the natural .period of the estuary .is nearly, one-third ' 
of the;,period of uiie oceanic tide 3 ; -  , 3 ; 3
.■3;  ^'Ont model ■ curves analysed, the amplitudes : of all 
the:,harmonich/ exceptvthe second, increased \/i,th distance 
upstream. The3 increase of smplitude; of the lirsb harmonic. 3 
was similar to the increase on . the estuary , and the, :most . 
pronOuhoed increase ,‘qf the; third harmonic w.aS; évident3 on. , ■ ; - 
the. tide curve taken when the area of land IVR was reclaimed, 
and when the end of the narrow channel coincided with the 
hodaly section under' noriiml: oOii.ditions ( Geotion 12 .1, ) .
...The normal channel in. the model tallows the first 3 ■ 
harÿohio to ihcrease.qexactly as in' nature ; : the inc.rease of 
the third and fourth;,harmonics is insufficient^ for similarity, 
and the second harmonic'is forced to3decrease. It thus : r" ■ 
seems,- evident that due to the low ' Reynolds' humh.er, the model ■ 
presents more C iotidn to the higher harmonics of small 
amp] 1 Lude.: than oc the ■firS.t;harmonic large .amplitudes .
14.5 . The mean level of '-the. sur f ac e at. points on : the estuary :- 
Evaluation of the constant ao? ]n the harmonic analysis of 
each • tidal curve in the. estuary, 'supplied the mean level of 
the surface, at;each point, apd these levels are shown plotted 
in.Pig.39: for. five.positions in the estuary, jn oonjuhctipnY 3 
with levels given on the Admiralty charts, and values 
obtained . at . spring and. neap .hides ('Fables ;11 'and 12) by .. ' ;
direct measurement;of the.heights of high and'low water.
The mean; level evidently rises with distanc.e upstream.. . ■
'- ' A comparison was attemptedwith no tide inhhe3model/ 
by measuring . the rises' in level of the still Water level at 
Prince.'s : Dock ^ caused by the normal; riverflow; and; by the 
spate ; .the still water level rose by 0*05 feet and 0* 32
feet respectively (on the full scale)According to rainfall 
information supplied 'by . the: Mete or oiogical ..Of f ic e, ; ( a) the 
run-off to be expected during the ,15~da.y period in May and 
'June \buld;3;?.: approximate 'tbt-the average . flow;,, and (b ) the 3; '
n
rainfail . on the 14th and 15th January was negligible.. ' 
Examination of 3f?ig. 39 ihdicatesqthat the mean water level 
at Glasgow was higher (G • 85' feet'above'.the' Gourock .level) 3 
on the 15th January than during the period, in May and Juhe% 
(0*37 feet), the opposite to what would be;;expected if the: 
river,flow'has.any effect on the level. Before a definite 
; conclusion could be reached, a mUch more exhaustive analysis 
of the estuary and model tides would be-required,
'Section XV .
15 » Qonelusionsi- Quantitative: reproduction of tidal
phenomena in a model built to such a small scale is 
difficult to achieve, and the -possible experiments on the ' 
model are of necessity restricted to qualitative investi­
gations. The bed of the channel was moulded in cement- 
sand mortar, and no attempt was made either to alter the 
roughness of the surface, or to insert wires, baffles, 
plates, etc. in order, to change the shape of the-tidal 
wave, because it was considered that the results obtained 
were sufficiently exact.,
Conclusions arrived at from experimental work on the 
model may be summarised as follows
(a) .Spring tides reproduced in the model corresponded, 
in the-upper-reaches of the: river, with spring tides "inqthe 
estuary. Magnification of the range of neap tides was 
insufficient in the model.
(b) increase of flow of river water decreased the - 
magnification of range of tide with distance, upstream.,
(o) Velocities of currents in the estuary were 
reproduced to scale in the model.
■(d) Reclamation of shallows in the estuary altered 
the shape of the wave, but had, little-effect' on the range 
of tide at Glasgow. The velocity of the ebb current was 
increased, indicating that more silt would be. transported 
downstream, and that less dredging would be necessary.
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' /■ ,(e): .The mean, leyei-of the/surface Of the. water rises 
w’i th ; dis tanc.e: ups treejav-'from the mouth of the: estuary.
7':3 (f) The low Reynolds number causes7the frictiohal’ - 
resistance in the model to be reiutively.greater than ide 
resistance--in-the -estuary5 - the effect is more evident at 
L..W. than â L l l . q ' '' . : - 7( '
r ■ (g) ;Frictuunal/losses are not proportional to.the 
first power of the velpqity of advance of the tidal wave. :
: ' (h)/Dredgxntj of the estuary in the., past:'has altered
the character oi tiie tide at. Glasgow by : allowing'the tidal 
wave to advance■freely, Restriction of the broader parts
of the waterway.hy any/future reclamation of the shallows' 
will have' a minor effect on the tide at Glasgow;., because .' ■ 
the deep.narrow channel will still- allow the tidal wave to 
advance, as before. ' ■ f ; /' - - q.
. 7 ,.(i) A g tandinq osci]lation occurs in the /model, :
similar to that, in' the estuary,- a n d -  this leads to the
conclusion that if the model'has-, a natural./ period o .f „ 
oscillation of 4 hours to scale, the natural period'of the:
estuary will/also be 4 hours'. This period/eorrespends 
1
3 ^
magni fie at i on, because,-of resonance ,■ oi the third harmonic
with of - the period of the tidal- wave ,' .'.resulting in the
c omponent .’of ;the ,wave, whip^ives . an explanabi on ofqthe . 
hump On - the/' rising -tide /f n the upper reacbes of theq.estuary,
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